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Abstract: The use of drones in mining environments is one way in which data pertaining to the state
of a site in various industries can be remotely collected. This paper proposes a combined system
that employs a 6-bands multispectral image capturing camera mounted on an Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV) drone, Spectral Angle Mapping (SAM), as well as Artificial Intelligence (AI). Depth
possessing multispectral data were captured at different flight elevations. This was in an attempt
to find the best elevation where remote identification of magnetite iron sands via the UAV drone
specialized in collecting spectral information at a minimum accuracy of +/− 16 nm was possible.
Data were analyzed via SAM to deduce the cosine similarity thresholds at each elevation. Using
these thresholds, AI algorithms specialized in classifying imagery data were trained and tested
to find the best performing model at classifying magnetite iron sand. Considering the post flight
logs, the spatial area coverage of 338 m2, a global classification accuracy of 99.7%, as well the per-
class precision of 99.4%, the 20 m flight elevation outputs presented the best performance ratios
overall. Thus, the positive outputs of this study suggest viability in a variety of mining and mineral
engineering practices.

Keywords: UAV; remote sensing; hyperspectral imaging; multispectral imaging; spectral angle
mapping; artificial intelligence; machine learning; deep learning

1. Introduction

Safety, cost efficiency and overall system optimization via artificially intelligent (AI)
machine learning (ML) as well as deep learning (DL) algorithms are goals set by modern
day industries that invest heavily in output maximization [1]. To improve safety and ore
tracking abilities, the mining industry has been no stranger to this trend as the introduction
of machines such as automated haul trucks and conveyer belts has been seen [1,2]. Another
common occurrence is 3D laser scanning of mines in order to evaluate the current state of
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a mine, which in turn enables better planning for the future [1–4]. In terms of rocks and
minerals, the application of hyperspectral imaging in their classification based on their
spectral characteristics has received positive feedback [5–9].

Even with its positive benefits, the employment of hyperspectral imaging has not
been without imperfections. These include the time [9], monetary [8] and computational
requirements necessary to process this large data [5]. Given these demands, it is difficult
to perform rapid field spectral imaging as it takes time and sophisticated computational
resources to acquire and process the hundreds of spectral bands. Part of this reason being,
the need to process multitudes of redundant bands which do not necessarily improve
the overall subject classification capabilities [7,10]. Coupled with the weight constraint,
it is even more challenging to employ this technology in aerial investigations of a site at
considerable spatial areas and resolutions [9].

On the other hand, research has shown that the application of a few specialized
multispectral imaging bands in the classification rocks and minerals, offers similar, high
subject resolving powers [11]. Specialized multispectral bands whose dimensionality
has been reduced from hyperspectral imaging eliminate the said hyperspectral imaging
disadvantages [12], for this reason, this study employs a 6-bands DJI Phantom 4 (P4)
multispectral drone.

Studies aimed at employing unmanned automated vehicles (UAVs) such as drones
to identify certain rocks or minerals in mines are important as they offer a plethora of
advantages [13,14]. Despite this, it is difficult to perform a thorough mine site rock or
mineral assessment via a visible light camera mounted drone. This is due to the fact that
such cameras do not collect the intrinsic characteristics of rocks and minerals beyond the
visible light spectrum [6,15].

Mohajane et al. [4] applied a method which incorporated remote collection of vegeta-
tion data in order to identify certain vegetation species via a multispectral camera mounted
UAV drone. This study modifies and improves on this methodology, hence, a novel method
by which rocks and/or minerals can be identified in rapid, large scale areas with detailed
field assessments was born. This proposed method combines multispectral UAV drone
technology with Spectral Angle Mapping (SAM), ML and DL algorithms to automatically
identify magnetite iron sands. Potential advantage of this proposed system are;

The UAV possesses multiple spectral sensors which all capture information pertaining
to a scene at the same time; this results in reduced exposure times for each image, which in
turn ensures one captures cleaner images without blur, and less heating of the sensors.

Since the UAV drone spectral sensor comes pre-set with a low number of spectral
dimensionalities to process, applying SAM becomes an advantage as it does not require the
UAV to be specialized in magnetite identification. SAM takes advantage of the pre-existing
spectral bands by assessing the difference between a reference subject’s (magnetite) spectral
characteristics with those similar or different to it in an image scene [16,17].

AI algorithms such as ML and DL possess great spectral image classification
power [18,19], allowing one to resolve qualitative as well as quantitative data in an objective
and understandable manner, making it highly eligible in multiple industry applications.

This study’s integrated system has the potential to enhance numerous aspects of the
mining chain, hence the motivation for this study. The main objective of this study is to
evaluate an effective approach for the automatic identification of magnetite iron sands.
For this purpose, investigations on the feasibility of a multispectral camera mounted UAV
drone will be discussed. Positive results of this study, assessed via SAM and AI models,
will aid in ascertaining feasibility for field applications.

The Study Area

Kamaiso, the study area, is located along the west coast of Yamagata prefecture
bounded to the west by the Japan Sea. This site is a magnetite iron sand placer deposit
which is said to have resulted from volcanic activity by Mt. Chokai, an event estimated to
have taken place 600,000 years ago [20]. It makes sense to explore the possibility of mining
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easily accessible placer deposits such as those in Kamaiso, especially with the worldwide
decline in ore grades [21]. These potential resources present an opportunity to maximize
profit margins depending on the amounts present. Deposits located at coastal areas are
rather difficult to quantify due to their close proximity with the sea. Air borne methods
such as the employment of UAV drones present an unconventional way of exploring and
quantifying target resources within this area effectively [22]. A map showing a 30 m × 90 m
area from which experiments were conducted in an attempt to apply UAV drone technology
in identifying magnetite iron sands is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Study area map showing Kamaiso magnetite iron sand placer deposits. Red polygon
denotes the 30 m by 90 m study area within which the UAV drone shown was flown. Map acquired
from: Google maps (2021).

2. Methodological Strategies for SAM and AI Integration
2.1. Combination of UAV Drone Technology with Multispectral Imaging

Air borne drone technology has evolved over the years, with recent developments
catering for specialized industrial applications. The protection of human life, as sites can be
assessed from a remote area, is one of the major advantages of UAV drone technology [3,22].
In addition, camera-mounted drones aid in real time assessments of sites via visual feed.
This footage can be in the form of real, false or pre-processed colours which are meant to
represent a certain occurrence understood by the operator [4].

It is supposed that hyperspectral imaging is perhaps one of the best methods by which
rocks and minerals can be inferred through their spectral characteristics [5]. However, van
de Meer et al. [7] have been able to achieve high classification accuracy outputs in similar
rock identification problems via multispectral imaging. Motivated by the demonstrated
multispectral capabilities this paper employs a DJI P4 Multispectral camera mounted UAV
drone (manufactured by Da-Jiang Innovations, Shenzhen, China) released in September
2019 (Figure 2). To achieve centimeter-level position accuracy, the drone has a real time
kinematics (RTK) module attached to it. In addition, the six cameras are 1/2.9-inch (com-
plementary metal oxide semiconductor) CMOS sensors, all at 2 megapixels with a global
shutter, on a 3-axis stabilized gimbal to ensure accurate multispectral image capturing
at spatial resolutions as high as 0.1 cm/pixel. The spectral sensor specifications are as
follows: Blue: 450 nm ± 16 nm, Green: 560 nm ± 16 nm, Red: 650 nm ± 16 nm, Red Edge:
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730 nm± 16 nm, Near Infrared: 840 nm± 26 nm, which are all captured as TIFF image files.
The drone moreover boasts a 62.7◦ field of view, a net weight of 468 g and an RBG camera
which facilitates the extraction of magnetite iron sand spectral information in the visible
light spectral range of 400–700 nm as a JPG image. These attributes subsequently make the
system effective in a wide range of electromagnetic spectra within the visible-near-infrared
range (VNIR) with a total of 6 multispectral bands.
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Figure 2. The 6-bands multispectral sensor with a 62.7◦ field of view; (1) Blue: 450 nm ± 16 nm,
(2) Green: 560 nm ± 16 nm, (3) Red: 650 nm ± 16 nm, (4) Red Edge: 730 nm ± 16 nm, (5) Near
Infrared: 840 nm ± 26 nm and (6) RGB camera: 400–700 nm represent the multispectral sensor
capabilities. Images captured are corrected for parallax error via an edge detection method. The red
point is the reference area from which magnetite iron sands are known to exist.

The UAV drone flight elevation plan was set to 3 different variations so as to explore
the effect of ground resolution, proximity to the subject, and the ease of flying. From
examining these attributes, it would be easier to find the optimal elevation from where
magnetite iron sand identification can be performed effectively. The 3 UAV flight elevations
measured from the camera sensor to the subject were 2 m, 10 m and 20 m. The drone was
moreover programmed such that the aerial multispectral imaging procedure is automat-
ically performed at intervals that ensured an equal amount of area (30 m × 90 m) was
captured by the end of each flight mission. In principle, this meant that more multispectral
images were to be captured at 2 m with a smaller spatial area per image, followed by 10 m,
and the least number of images being captured at 20 m with a relatively larger spatial area.
The drone was flown over the 30 m × 90 m area in order to pre-program the flight plan.
This flight setting procedure ensures the drone flies within the desired area, direction and
elevation before allowing it to perform all these maneuvers autonomously without human
intervention.

2.2. Parallax Error Correction

Since there is a small distance between the 6 spectral sensors of the drone, parallax
error always needs to be corrected for. This ensures that all sensors are aimed at the same
image scene depending on the UAV flight height. At low altitudes, the parallax error
is significantly higher relative to higher flight altitudes [23]. There are several methods
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such as Hough transform and least-squares techniques amongst others which can be
applied to perform this task aimed at interpolating the images into perfectly overlapping
images [23,24]. However, according to Laurence [24], the edge detection method performs
well as it takes into account the individual pixels within each of the 6 multispectral images
to be overlapped. It calculates the centers of gravity, and automatically nullifies the
differences in position, thereby creating a perfect overlay of images, hence the application
of this method in this study [24].

It should be noted however, that in order to assume a perfect overlay, each of the
6 images loses a small part of their edges. The lower the UAV elevation, the more data are
lost relative to higher flight elevations. The data loss depends on the distance from the
drone sensor to the subject, as well as the distance between sensors within the drone, and
so, parallax error always needs to be corrected. Though a small percentage of data is lost
per image during parallax correction, this is not the case when considering the study area
as a whole. The reason for this is that the UAV flight missions were set up such that each
captured image slightly overlaps those around it. This, in principle, ensures zero data loss
within the 30 m × 90 m study area, with only the image regions outside the study area
experiencing data loss.

2.3. A Scrutiny of SAM Analysis

Based on a number of vegetation criteria, Mohajane et al. [4] have employed several
indexes in an attempt to perform rapid field vegetation classification. These included
the intensity of certain vegetation colours and moisture content via SAM. Zhang and
Li [8] have used the same principle in employing SAM as an index to classify lithology.
Weyermann et al. [11] define SAM as a physically based spectral classification that uses
an n-dimensional angle to match pixels to reference spectra (Figure 3). The algorithm
determines the spectral similarity between spectra by deducing the angle between them,
treating them as vectors in a space with dimensionality equal to the number of bands [17],
which in this study is 6 bands. This technique, when used on calibrated reflectance data
as done in this study, is relatively insensitive to illumination and albedo effects [16]. For
this reason, SAM is highly applicable in multitudes of real life field observations, hence
the motivation to employ this technique in this study. In short, SAM compares the angle
between the endmember spectrum vector and each pixel vector in the n-dimensional space.
Narrow angles represent closer matches to the reference spectrum [8]. Pixel data further
away from the specified maximum angle threshold in radians are not classified as the
reference spectrum of what is sought after, which in this study is magnetite iron sand.
Figure 3 illustrates the principle of SAM analysis via cosine similarity.
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The drone is linked to a tablet held by the operator on the ground, it receives captured
data allowing for on-site SAM analysis, aiding in the identification of magnetite iron sands.
Though best performed in the field, this operation can be performed in laboratory analytics.
To perform SAM, each captured multispectral image is imported into a SAM operation
algorithm such as python. Thereafter, the user pinpoints the area of significance, which
in this case was any area within the multispectral image scene known to be occupied by
magnetite iron sand. Lastly, the algorithm performs a cosine similarity calculation for
every pixel in each image scene to determine whether or not there are similarities between
the reference and subsequent subjects [11]. To determine the cosine similarity threshold,
Equation (1) is used.

a = cos−1
(

t × t0

‖t‖ × ‖t0‖

)
(1)

where a is the threshold for variables related to the reference, t0 is the reference spectrum,
and t is the subject’s true spectrum.

Having successfully stacked the 6 bands TIFF and JPG qualitative images, as well as
performing SAM analysis, the images are then converted to csv format. This data conver-
sion provides quantitative values pertaining to magnetite iron sand, and non-magnetite
beach sand spectral characteristics, across the 6 multispectral bands. This data structure is
useful in training AI algorithms.

2.4. Benefits of Employing AI Methods in Magnetite Identification

In order to determine regions of an image where magnetite iron sands exist post
SAM analysis, ML and DL models are an upheld method by which this task can be
performed quantitatively [15]. This step involves pre-processing the data before training
the AI algorithms. Pre-processing is important as it cleans the data and makes it easier
for the algorithms to interpret it; for this study, the pre-processing step involved the
extraction of the SAM segmentation maps per image. This simply means magnetite and
non-magnetite post SAM spectral variables, given their cosine similarity thresholds, are
assigned labels so as to take advantage of supervised AI algorithms. Hence, this process is
referred to as image segmentation, and is simply defined as the labelling of each pixel in
an image scene [15]. Pixels within and outside the threshold are assigned magnetite and
non-magnetite labels, respectively.

Since SAM is mostly a visual interpretation, ground truthing is needed in order to
employ AI algorithms. For this reason, the SAM segmentation map is extracted together
with two ground truths for magnetite and non-magnetite pixels. Ground truths are image
pixels known to be 100% occupied by magnetite and non-magnetite pixels per image. Since
each image is 6 bands deep, the result is a total of 12 ground truths. Ground truth for
magnetite is defined as the target, whereas non-magnetite ground truth is defined as noise.

Labelled datasets guide and allow algorithms to take advantage of both the global
and local structures of the data, which in turn results in quicker and more direct classifica-
tions [10]. This in essence means that for each image, the csv file contains labelled pixels
for both magnetite iron sands (together with target ground truth), as well as non-magnetite
beach sand (together with noise ground truth). Using this data as input, the algorithms are
subsequently trained and outputs pertaining to the classification capabilities of the models
in deducing magnetite iron sands and non-magnetite beach sand are presented.

2.4.1. How Machine Learning Algorithms Operate

DL is a subset of ML in the broader subject of AI [10]. Though these algorithms
are useful in multitudes of data-related tasks such as the classification problem being
investigated in this study, they differ in several ways. In order to infer the top performing
model at each UAV flight height, both ML and DL AI algorithms are trained.

ML algorithms are mathematical engines of AI, which means these algorithms attribute
their classification abilities to perceived mathematical relationships present within the
data [19]. In simple terms, ML algorithms try to fit the data within a particular pattern,
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which can be described using mathematical functions. Since these algorithms are relatively
easy to employ, several ML algorithms were trained with regard to the ground truths for
target and noise pixel variables. These algorithms were Decision Trees (often abbreviated
as Trees) and Ensemble algorithms.

Decision Tree algorithms were employed as they are non-parametric supervised
learning methods, used for classification where the goal is to make predictions by learning
simple piecewise constant approximation decision rules from data features [25]. Therefore,
deeper decision rules are referred to as fine, whereas shallow and less complex decision
rules are referred to as course.

In addition to Trees, Ensemble algorithms were employed in the form of Bagged Trees,
Subspace K-nearest neighbour (KNN) and Random Undersampling (RUS) Boosted Tress.
Bagging is essentially an approach to layering different algorithms [26]. The Subspace
KNN on the other hand relies on a stochastic process that randomly selects a number of
components of the given feature vector such that when a test sample is compared to a
reference, only the selected features have nonzero variables [26]. Lastly, the RUS Boosted
Tress model is very useful in alleviating the problem of class balancing when some classes
of training data have far fewer observations than others [27]. The RUS Boosted Tress
models are fit and added to the ensemble sequentially such that each subsequent model
increasingly attempts to correct misclassified predictions of the preceding model [26,27].
These algorithms were employed as they are able to substantially improve prediction
performance of learning algorithms in the presence of non-informative features in data.
For this reason, Ensemble algorithms are generally referred to as a combination of multiple
classifiers.

In summary, both Trees and Ensemble algorithms are highly useful in performing bi-
nary and multi-class classifications; consequently, these algorithms were thought of as best
fitting for the data structure and research question posed by this study. Post training, the top
performing models were examined in terms of classification performances demonstrated at
each of the 3 flight elevations based on post SAM and ground truthing procedures.

2.4.2. How Deep Learning Algorithms Operate

DL algorithms, are far more sophisticated in their architecture compared to ML algo-
rithms [10]. They are complex and multilayered, and are built to allow data to pass through
information processing layers (like a human brain neurons) in highly connected ways; the
result is a non-linear transformation of data which cannot be described by a mathematical
function [10,18,19]. It does however take a large amount of data compared to ML to train
DL algorithms in order to attain high accuracy output models [19]. For this study, a one
dimensional (1D) Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is employed. This type of CNN was
applied as it is known to be highly capable in classifying imagery and waveform data [6],
which coincides with the data structure presented in this study.

3. Experimental and Analytical Results
3.1. UAV Drone Field Analytics

From the flight history logs at the different UAV flight elevations, 80, 32 and 8 multi-
spectral images at 2 m, 10 m and 20 m, respectively were captured (Table 1). The number of
images is governed by the flight heights, as well as the 62.7◦ UAV field of view. From the
number of images captured, the spatial resolution at each elevation can thus be resolved
as shown in Figure 4. Given that each spectral image measures 1300 pixels × 1600 pixels,
at 2 m, 10 m and 20 m, the spatial resolutions were 34 m2, 84 m2 and 338 m2, respectively,
each multiplied to cover the 2700 m2 study area. Hence, it can be said that the higher the
flight elevation, the lower the spatial resolution, the opposite being true at lower flight
elevations.
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Table 1. Multispectral UAV drone post flight records from investigations carried out at three different
flight elevations. Reprinted with permission from ref. [1]. 2021 AusIMM [1] (p. 37).

UAV Drone
Flight Elevation

Number of Images
Captured

Flight Time
(Minutes:
Seconds)

Spatial Area
Coverage

(m2)

Battery Power
Consumed during

Mission (%)

2 m 80 21: 32 34 69
10 m 32 8: 23 84 29
20 m 8 2: 08 338 7
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Moreover, based on Figure 4 and Table 1 post flight logs, it has been demonstrated
that greater flight elevations allow for a wider area to be captured at a given time. This
disregards the need to operate the UAV drone at close proximities to the subject where
larger spatial coverage is required. This is a great advantage as it saves time, uses less power,
and requires less computational resources to process the numerous multispectral images.
Though Table 1 demonstrates the implications of flying at the three different elevations, it
does not communicate outputs pertaining to the actual identification of magnetite. This is
a task meant for the SAM analysis and AI.

3.2. SAM Analysis Outputs

From the three UAV flight elevations, multispectral images were analyzed and the
results show that by varying the reference cosine similarity threshold values, a precise
mapping of the area can be attained. By altering their threshold values, Shafri et al. [17]
too were able to attain better subject separation. It is clear to see that the SAM analysis
performed well across all the three UAV flight elevations from visual analysis of Figure 5.
When the threshold value is small, the mask too becomes small, resulting in less of the
targeted magnetite iron sands being identified. This in turn means none of the non-
magnetite pixels become misidentified. However, where the threshold is larger, more
magnetite iron sand pixels are identified. As a result, non-magnetite pixels too are likely to
be misidentified as magnetite. This means that one has to manually adjust the threshold
such that the mask flawlessly covers the magnetite pixels only.
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Figure 5. SAM analysis at 2 m, 10 m and 20 m UAV drone elevations at different reference spectral
thresholds. The red points represent the user-selected reference point known to be magnetite (pre-
SAM), whilst the blue overlay represent areas within the threshold limit thought to be magnetite
(post SAM cosine similarity). The best threshold cosine similarities are 0.12, 0.13 and 0.17 at 2 m,
10 m and 20 m, respectively. The x and y axis represent the size of each captured multispectral image.
The bar on the right of each first image represents the variation in spectral intensities present in each
captured image. Reprinted with permission from ref. [1]. 2021 AusIMM [1] (p. 38).
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Based on Figure 5, the best SAM cosine similarity threshold values from visual inter-
pretation were found to be 0.12, 0.13 and 0.17 for 2 m, 10 m and 20 m UAV flight elevations,
respectively. From these results, it can hence be said that distance from the sensor to the sub-
ject affects the nature of the SAM analysis masks, given that SAM values required alteration
for each flight elevation. In summary, at lower UAV drone altitudes, a lower threshold was
necessary to identify magnetite iron sands, whereas the opposite was correct at higher UAV
drone altitudes. Parallax error was accounted for as previously described in Section 2.2
due to the multispectral sensors being located on different positions on the multispectral
camera (Figure 2). This in turn results in a perfect overlay of all six multispectral images at
each UAV flight elevation.

Additionally, with larger threshold values, more noise is introduced [16]. This noise
is usually caused by mini-ripples and shadows. The SAM analysis is tricked by these
ripples into assuming there is resemblance in image pixel characteristics between the actual
reference subject and those expressed by ripples and shadows [16]. Even though a visual
interpretation of the SAM mask maps seems somewhat instinctive, it can still be argued
that this method provides valuable information pertaining to the location of a specific
subject such as the magnetite iron sands. There is a plethora of applications within the
mining industry where application of this UAV drone coupled with SAM analysis has
the potential to be employed. Examples include resource exploration, resource mapping,
resource estimation, mine site monitoring, and ore processing amongst others, where quick
and accurate separation of rocks and/or minerals is frequently undertaken.

3.3. Application of AI Methods in Magnetite Spectral Classification Post SAM

AI algorithms are a trusted technique by which human error can be eliminated in an
objective analysis of data [15], this in turn removes subjectivity pertaining to the visual
interpretation of SAM segmentation maps. For each segmentation map, pixels within the
0.12, 0.13 and 0.17 cosine similarity thresholds for the 2 m, 10 m and 20 m flight elevations,
respectively, are labelled as magnetite. The rest of the pixel data that are outside the
thresholds for each flight elevation are labelled as non-magnetite.

Figures 6 and 7 are representations of how the segmentation maps were extracted
via SAM (shown as binarized images for easy visualization), hence creating the labelled
segmentation maps across six spectral bands. Thereafter, regions within each image known
to be occupied by magnetite iron sand and non-magnetite beach sand are pinpointed so as
to act as target and noise ground truths, respectively (Figure 7).

Using the quantitative labelled segmentation maps as demonstrated in Figures 6
and 7, input datasets containing within them magnetite and non-magnetite six bands
deep ground truths are ready to be employed in the training and testing of supervised
ML and DL algorithms. The output variables are predicted or classified from the training
database [10]. This means that algorithms use the ground truths and labelled segmentation
maps to try and learn some patterns in the data during training, so as to implement these
learnt patterns to the testing dataset [19]. This therefore provides results in relation to the
learnt patterns (Figure 7).

At 2 m flight elevation, the total dataset size was 998,400,000, derived from the product
of image sizes (1300 × 1600), the number of multispectral bands (6), and the number
of captured images (80). At 10 m flight elevation, the total dataset size was 399,360,000,
derived from the product of image sizes (1300 × 1600), the number of multispectral bands
(6), and the number of captured images (32). Lastly, at 20 m flight elevation, the total dataset
size was 99,840,000, derived from the product of image sizes (1300 × 1600), the number of
multispectral bands (6), and the number of captured images (8).
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Figure 6. Extraction of 6-bands deep segmentation maps (binazized for easier visual representation)
used to create a magnetite iron sand database. Noise refers to non-magnetite pixels. Segmentation
maps at each UAV flight elevation are based on the 0.12, 0.13 and 0.17 cosine similarity thresholds at
2 m, 10 m and 20 m. This process is summarized in step 2© of Figure 7, as well as Appendix A.
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These dataset sizes were, however, too large to run using the computational resources
employed in this study (32 GB memory, Intel i7-8750H CPU @ 2.2 GHz processor, NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1060 graphics, Windows 10, 64 bits operating system). To counter this,
Figure 8 demonstrates our AI training approach. At 2 m flight elevation, the input dataset
size used to train each algorithm was 12,480,000, derived from the product of image sizes
(1300 × 1600), and the number of multispectral bands (6). Since 80 of such datasets exist,
80 algorithms were trained, and the best performing model from the rest was chosen
as the most viable. The same approach was applied at 10 m and 20 m flight elevations,
the difference being the number of times (32 times and 8 times, respectively) training
was performed, this number corresponding to the number of images captured. With this
approach, all image datasets can still participate in the training of the various algorithms,
the training times are quicker, and it requires less computational resources.
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3.3.1. Classification via Machine Learning Models

The input dataset sizes for training and testing variables for each of the ML algorithms
stood at 12,480,000 (from Figure 8) for each of the three flight elevation heights. Moreover,
a 5-fold-cross-validation was used at all times in order to ensure that every observation
(2,496,000× 5) from the original dataset (12,480,000) has the chance of appearing in training
and test sets. Therefore, this method generally results in a less biased model compared to
other validation methods [10].

By using the MATLAB R2020b (manufactured by MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA)
classification learner Machine Learning toolbox, multiple ML algorithms were evaluated.
Classification performances were presented in terms of global accuracy, average per-class
precision, and time taken to train the algorithm. These features are said to be amongst the
most significant classification evaluation criteria [15]. These outputs, except time taken to
train the models, moreover govern industrial applicability, and the overall viability of a
model in solving tasks at hand [6]. A compilation of the top three performing ML models
for the three multispectral UAV drone flight elevations post SAM and ground truthing are
shown in Table 2. The differences in classification capabilities based on flight elevations
are demonstrated quantitatively. Global accuracy is defined as the validation accuracy
acquired post model training. Average per-class precision refers to the discrete magnetite
iron sands (target) and the non-magnetite sands (noise) classification score averages in
testing the models. Lastly, training time refers to time taken to train the models to classify
the datasets based on the existence or absence of magnetite iron sand. These performance
variables are important in comparing the different ML as well as DL models given their
intended application.
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Table 2. Top 3 machine learning classification model comparisons at 2 m, 10 m and 20 m UAV flight
elevations based on 0.12, 0.13 and 0.17 SAM cosine similarity thresholds, respectively. Reprinted with
permission from ref. [1]. 2021 AusIMM [1] (p. 40).

UAV Drone
Flight Elevation Machine Learning Model Global Accuracy (%) Average Per-Class

Precision (%)
Training Time

(Seconds)

2 m
Ensemble (Bagged Trees) 78.6 83.4 8.4

Ensemble (Subspace KNN) 71.4 77.8 8.1
Ensemble (RUS Boosted Trees) 85.7 84.5 5.8

10 m
Tree (Fine-tree) 78.6 83.4 1.5

Tree (Medium-tree) 78.6 83.4 1.0
Tree (Course-tree) 78.6 83.4 0.9

20 m
Tree (Fine-tree) 85.7 88.9 1.9

Tree (Medium-tree) 85.7 88.9 1.2
Tree (Course-tree) 85.7 88.9 1.0

At 2 m UAV flight elevation, Table 2 results dictate that the best performing model was
Ensemble (RUS Boosted Trees). This model acquired a global accuracy of 85.7%, per-class
precision of 84.5%, and a training time of 5.8 s. At 10 m UAV flight elevation, the Tree
(Course-tree) model performed the best. This model acquired a global accuracy of 78.7%,
per-class precision of 83.4%, and a training time of 1 s. Lastly, 20 m UAV flight elevation,
the Tree (Course-tree) model performed the best. This model acquired the best outputs in
terms of a global accuracy of 85.7%, per-class precision of 88.9%, and a training time of 1 s.

The differences in accuracies acquired and elapsed times when training the ML models
for the three UAV flight elevations can, moreover, be appreciated based on the results
compiled in Table 2. The reason being, this confirms the initial hypothesis which stated that
with the proposed automatic magnetite iron sand identification system, rapid run times
and good accuracies are potentially attainable. This is, of course, without compromise to
the intrinsic differences in the multispectral characteristics of magnetite iron sands and the
surrounding non-magnetite beach sand.

Figure 9 presents two performance metrics used to further assess the viability of the
best performing ML models for the three UAV flight elevations. The first is True Positive
Rates (TPR), this refers to the probability that an actual positive will test positive (Equa-
tion (2)). The second is False Negative Rates (FNR), which are defined as the probability
that a true positive will be misclassified by the test (Equation (3)). These two variables are
highly viable in assessing the capability of the ML as well as DL models in classifying mag-
netite iron sands. At 2 m, the ML model has an 80% TPR, which may not seem satisfactory
considering that target data should ideally have a 100% target return. This means that 20%
of the target pixels were misclassified as noise, suggesting that the model at 2 m did not
perform well at discerning magnetite iron sand pixels from the rest of the non-target pixels.
In essence, this means that operating and collecting data at this elevation may not be the
best practice. At 10 m, the target has a 100% TPR, signifying that the target pixels were
correctly classified; this moreover suggests that the target output did not include any noise.
At 20 m UAV flight elevation, the same assessment can be made, suggesting that these
flight elevations are the most viable out of the three. At 20 m however, the model has a
higher noise TRP of 77.8% compared to the 67.7% at 10 m. Consequently, this suggests that
the Tree (Course–tree) model at 20 m performed better at discerning the targeted magnetite
iron sand data compared to the other two UAV flight elevation model outputs.
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Figure 9. Machine learning confusion matrices from Ensemble (RUS Boosted Trees) at 2 m UAV
drone elevation, Tree (Course-tree) at 10 m UAV drone elevation, and Tree (Course-tree) at 20 m UAV
drone. Reprinted with permission from ref. [1]. 2021 AusIMM [1] (p. 40).

One more assessment that can be drawn from the Figure 9 confusion matrix is the
average per-class precisions of 84.5%, 83.4% and 88.9% at 2 m, 10 m and 20 m flight
elevations, respectively; at 20 m, the model continues to perform better. It can thus be said
that the best classification ML model for this magnetite iron sands identification problem is
Tree (Course tress) at 20 m.

True Positive Rates (TPR):

TPR = 100
(

TP
TP + FN

)
(2)

False Negative Rates (FNR):

FNR = 100
(

FN
TP + FN

)
(3)

where FN is false negatives and TP is true positives.

3.3.2. Classification via Deep Learning CNN

A convolution applies a filter over the multispectral data per band. Unlike with visual
imagery data with height and width, the filters in a one dimensional CNN exhibit a 1D
(spectral intensity) architecture instead of 2D as with normal visual images, hence the
motivation to employ this type of CNN in this study as the datasets contain 6-bands deep
spectral intensity data that require a 1D data processing method.

The input dataset sizes for training and testing variables for each of the algorithms
stood at 12,480,000 (from Figure 8) for each of the three flight elevations prior to obtaining
the highest performing model. However, to train the 1D CNN, the spectral data were pre-
processed in the following ratios: 70% (9,736,000) designated to training, 15% (1,872,000)
validation and the remaining 15% (1,872,000) to testing. Moreover, all models were trained
with Adam optimizer, which is said to have a best accuracy in enhancing CNN abilities
in classification [19]. A learning rate of 0.001, a batch size of 128, and 25 epochs were also
employed. As with ML, the 1D CNN training processes were conducted using the MATLAB
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2020b deep learning toolbox with model selection at each flight elevation governed by
global accuracy, average per class precision, and time taken to train each 1D CNN algorithm.

At 2 m, 10 m and 20 m flight elevations, 80, 32 and 8 algorithms were trained and
one model from the multitudes of trained models was selected. The same procedure was
performed in training the ML models. Table 3 is a compilation of the best performing
models at each of the three flight elevations. Results from the DL 1D CNN models in
Table 3 show that the global accuracies as well as the average per-class precisions have an
average of 99.8% and 99.3%, respectively. Moreover, based on global accuracy, the 1D CNN
performs the same at 2 m and 10 m at 99.9%, followed by 20 m at 99.7%. However, the
trend changes in considering the average per-class precisions where the best performing
model is the 1 D CNN at 2 m (99.8%), followed by 20 m (99.4%) and 10 m (98.7%). Lastly, at
2 m, the 1D CNN takes a longer time to train (78 s) compared to the 1D CNNs at 10 m (45 s)
and 20 m (68 s); this could suggest that the longer the training time, the higher the average
per-class precision for this DL classification problem.

Table 3. Deep learning one dimensional convolution neural network classification model comparisons
at 2 m, 10 m and 20 m UAV flight elevations based 0.12, 0.13 and 0.17 SAM cosine similarity thresholds,
respectively.

Flight Height Global Accuracy (%) Average Per-Class
Precision (%)

Training Time
(Seconds)

2 m 99.9% 99.8% 78
10 m 99.9% 98.7% 45
20 m 99.7% 99.4% 68

To further assess the viability of the best performing 1D CNN models for the three flight
elevations, Figure 10 presents TPR and FNR performance metrics (Equations (2) and (3)). At
2 m, 10 m and 20 m, the 1D CNN models have a 100% TPR for magnetite iron sand (target).
This suggests that the models are highly capable of deducing magnetite iron sands from the
combination of magnetite iron sands (target) and non-magnetite beach sand (noise). On the
other hand, the 1D CNN models attained a 99.6%, 97.4% and 98.7% TPR for non-magnetite
beach sand (noise) at 2 m, 10 m and 20 m, respectively, which is considerably high. This
suggests that the models are all highly effective at separating magnetite iron sand spectra
from non-magnetite beach sand spectra from within the multispectral image scenes.
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4. Discussion

In a study by Gholami et al. [28], they applied independent component analysis (ICA)
in remote sensing data processing based on satellite data to map an area and attained
good results. However, differences between their method and ours are as follows; with
the ICA method, they reduced the dimensionality of spectral bands from six bands to two
bands. However, researchers mention that higher dimensionalities are relatively superior
in deducing materials as they retain the original data structure [5–9]. Hence, our study
applied SAM, which retains the full six bands data structure. In addition, our methodology
employs a UAV drone, which allows for collection of variables, as well as higher spatial
resolution data. For example, at 2 m flight elevation, our spatial resolution is 0.4 cm/pixel,
as opposed to their fixed satellite resolution of 30 m/pixel. Considering our 30 m × 90 m
study area, their spatial resolution is rather inadequate. Lastly, we employ supervised DL
1D CNN classification algorithms which are known to be state of the art in imagery data
classification problems. As pointed out by Sharma and Sharma [10], supervised learning
algorithms are superior to unsupervised ML methods such as ICA, especially in cases where
the output variables (magnetite or non-magnetite) are known, as is the case in this study.

Based on this study’s findings, it was realised that the SAM cosine similarity thresholds
require slight adjustments relevant for each UAV flight elevation. With increase in elevation
from 2 m, 10 m to 20 m, these thresholds vary from 0.12, 0.13 to 0.17, respectively. Though
these SAM cosine similarities vary, the ability of the SAM in differentiating the targeted
magnetite iron sand from non-magnetite beach sand remains relatively unchanged from
visual analysis. This is demonstrated by the masks at each flight elevation which seem
to flawlessly overlap the sought after magnetite iron sands (Figure 5), as well as the high
ground truths-supported AI classification capabilities. With respect to the UAV drone post
flight logs and the typical size of surface mines, it would be in the best interest of engineers
to perform mineral identification practices at higher elevations such as 20 m. The reason
being, the UAV is not as challenged in terms of power consumption, elapsed capturing
time, number of images to capture, and area coverage, as at lower elevations (Table 1).

Figure 11 is a summarized comparison between the ML and DL CNN model classi-
fication capabilities as well as the length of time required to train each model. Based on
global accuracies, the CNN models perform better than the ML models across all three
flight elevations. With ML, the attained global accuracies were 85.7%, 78.6% and 85.7% at
2 m, 10 m and 20 m flight elevations, whilst with the CNN, attained global accuracies were
99.9%, 99.9%, 99.7%, respectively. A look into the attained per-class precisions shows that
with the ML models, 84.5%, 83.4%, and 89. A total of 9% classification capabilities were
attained at 2 m, 10 m and 20 m flight elevations. These model classification capabilities are
different from the 99.8%, 98.7% and 99.4% attained via the CNN at 2 m, 10 m and 20 m,
respectively. Therefore, it can be said that based on the global accuracies as well as the
per-class precisions (Figure 11a), model capabilities show that the 1D CNNs employed in
this study are far superior in classifying the magnetite iron sands, and non-magnetite beach
sands, to the ML models.

From Figure 11b, one is able to appreciate the differences in times required to train
the AI models. With ML models, training times are shorter (5.8, 0.9 and 1.0 s at 2 m, 10 m
and 20 m, respectively) compared to those of the CNN models (78, 45 and 68 s at 2 m,
10 m and 20 m, respectively). Though the ML model training times seem relatively more
efficient, the time taken to train a model is not what governs its industrial applicability.
Training duration merely communicates the time it took to turn an algorithm into a model
via training.
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Lastly, considering the UAV flight logs, as well as the AI model outputs in this study,
one can come to the conclusion that the most effective UAV flight elevation is 20 m. At 20 m,
one has a larger spatial area coverage, which eliminated the need to capture multitudes of
images. Matching these variables with the attained AI model classifications, shows that
the best classifier at this UAV flight elevation in identifying magnetite iron sands is the
1D CNN.

5. Conclusions

This study proposed the employment of a 6-bands multispectral UAV drone-mounted
camera in the automatic identification of magnetite iron sands at a placer deposit. As an
initial step, the UAV drone was flown at three different flight elevations of 2 m, 10 m, and
20 m so as to find the optimum magnetite iron sand identification flight elevation. From
the flight time, power consumption and number of spectral images capturing flight logs,
20 m flight elevation was the most viable. This study went on to examine the SAM analysis
maps at these three flight elevations. It was found that the SAM cosine similarities could
indeed identify the magnetite iron sand target areas at 2 m, 10 m and 20 m at 0.12, 0.13 and
0.17 cosine similarity threshold values, respectively, from the 6 bands multispectral images.

Using the respective cosine similarity thresholds per flight elevation, the paper contin-
ued to address the viability of coupling SAM analysis segmentation maps as well as ground
truths, with different AI models. It was found that the proposed coupled system did indeed
yield industry viable outputs across all flight heights. However, considering all outputs
of this study, it was found that the best overall performance ratios were demonstrated
at 20 m flight elevation. At this elevation, the UAV drone was able to capture 6-bands
multispectral images with a spatial resolution of 338 m2. Furthermore, using the 6-bands
multispectral imagery data, a 1D CNN DL model with a global accuracy of 99.7% and a
per-class precision of 99.4% was found to be the overall best AI model.

System capabilities with the potential for applicability in the mining industry/sphere
have been demonstrated by this study. Said applications include rock and mineral ex-
ploration from a remote location; mapping of mine sites via UAV drone technology; the
ability to classify rocks and minerals based on their cosine similarities (SAM analysis)
to a reference spectrum; the ability to take advantage of multispectral imaging from an
elevation and distance of one’s choosing, and lastly, the flexibility of applying objective AI
models in the classification of rocks and minerals (as demonstrated with magnetite).
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Appendix A

The procedure for coupling SAM with AI algorithms is as follows; At Figure 7 1©, a
region within an image that is known to possess magnetite iron sands is pinpointed and
used as a reference from which SAM is performed. As Figures 6 and 7 2© show, though a
SAM may seem satisfactory from visual observations, it is rarely, if ever, 100% perfect. To
overcome this, Figure 7 3© shows how ground truth pixels are extracted from post SAM
segmentation maps. Ground truths are the pixels known to be 100% occupied by magnetite
(target) and non-magnetite (noise) pixels. When two (magnetite and non-magnetite) ground
truth pixels are extracted from the 6-bands deep spectral images, we end up having a total
of 12 ground truths (6 for each material).

By the end of the segmentation (Figure 7 2©), we end up with a given total number
of magnetite and non-magnetite pixels per segmented image across 6 spectral bands as
shown in Figure 7 4©. Hence, Figure 7 4© is not the true structure of the image datasets but
rather a sum of all pixels thought to be magnetite and non-magnetite post SAM.

Thereafter, the segmentation maps are inserted into AI algorithms together with their
target and noise ground truths (Figure 7 5©). The AI algorithms then attempt to classify
the whole image scene containing the segmentation map based on the pre-defined ground
truths for magnetite and non-magnetite pixels. From Figure 7 6©, we see the algorithms
identifying and reclassifying pixels which may not have been correctly classified/mapped
by the SAM in Figure 7 2©. At the end of the AI classification procedure (Figure 7 7©), we
see that the AI models have better/improved classification capabilities. Though not perfect
either as shown by the confusion matrix, the classification capabilities are significantly
more viable than pre-AI. In short, the post SAM segmentation maps as well as the ground
truths help guide, inform and speed up the decision making process of the supervised AI
algorithms in classifying magnetite iron sand and non-magnetite sands.
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